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CPS Overview

CPS technologies are transforming the way people interact 
with engineered systems: 

● Just as the Internet has transformed the way people interact with 
information

● From the Internet of Information to the “Internet of Things”
The “CPS” view and CPS in general help drive innovation and 
competition in:
● aeronautics, building design, energy, 
● electrical power grids (‘smart grid’)
● healthcare, manufacturing, and transportation...

Advances in CPS will enable: 
● capability, adaptability, scalability, resiliency, 
● safety, security, and usability 

to expand the horizons of these critical systems. 

https://www.ge.com/reports/digital-grid-can-help-save-planet/
http://www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/power---utilities/ey-digital-grid-powering-the-future-of-utilities


CPS Areas

● Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are engineered systems that are built 
from, and depend upon, the seamless integration of computation and 
physical components. 

○ Physical components / systems: “follow the laws of nature”
■ Mechanical, electrical, thermal/HVAC, etc.

○ Cyber components/SYSTEMS: “follow the rules of 
algorithms”

■ Computation (e.g. computers, IT systems), communication 
protocols & networks

● Smart CPS drive innovation and competition in a range of application 
domains including aeronautics, building design, energy, electrical 
power grids, healthcare, manufacturing, and transportation, etc.

● CPS encompasses a broad spectrum of topics and fields, which would 
be impossible to cover in a single undergraduate/graduate course 
(see figure on the right).

Cyber
Physical



CPS Challenges
Aerospace/Boeing

This course deals with general 
purpose modeling languages and 

tools for transdisciplinary, and 
interoperable,  modeling & 

simulation required in 
multi-domain CPS, directly aligned 
with industry’s needs and research 

challenges.



Industry Needs
Aerospace/Boeing

• Boeing’s relationship with Dassault & the3DS 

Platform:

“Boeing will deploy the 3DEXPERIENCE platform in phases and rely 
on Winning Program, Co-Design to Target, Ready for Rate, Build to 

Operate and License to Fly industry solution experiences for 

aerospace and defense to deepen its end to end digital 

collaboration, design, engineering, analysis, manufacturing 

planning and shop floor execution capabilities throughout the 

enterprise.”

• Boeing and similar companies will benefit from 

research and teaching that involves the 

development of these skills.
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Skills students 
need



Industry Needs
Other
Examples
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Motivation: My Research Needs!



Motivation: My Research Needs!
(CHEETA): NASA ULI Center for Cryogenic 
High-Efficiency Electrical Technologies for Aircraft
Online: https://cheeta.dev.engr.illinois.edu 

(OpTEN): Optimal Co-Design of Integrated Thermal-Electrical Networks and 
Control Systems for Grid-interactive Efficient District (GED) Energy Systems
Funded by the Department of Energy, DE-FOA-0001980, Advanced Manufacturing Office FY19 
Multi-topic Funding Opportunity

https://cheeta.dev.engr.illinois.edu


M&S for CPS 

Course Overview



CPS Course Scope 
& Motivation

● A 2016 report (link) of the National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineering and Medicine discusses the 
needs for students to gain the knowledge and skills 
required to engineer cyber-physical systems, and 
provides guidance in curriculum development.

● The course has been designed to address the needs 
highlighted Foundation 5 of the report above.

● The course makes emphasis on the merging and 
interactions across the physical and cyber aspects of 
systems via equation-based object-oriented modeling 
and simulation.

● The specific areas covered in the 4000-level course 
are highlighted in blue, while the additional course 
scope for the 6000-level course is highlighted in red.

Foundation 5, stresses the need for modeling of heterogeneous and 
dynamic systems integrating control, computing, and communication 
with an emphasis on uncertainty and heterogeneity. Such work is 
especially challenging because physical and cyber modeling use 
different and often incompatible models. Focusing on the merging 
and interactions of models across the physical and cyber aspects 
of systems is necessary.

Foundation 5. Modeling of Heterogeneous and Dynamic 
Systems Integrating Control, Computing, and 
Communication

CPS modeling requires a complete picture of control, communications, and 
computing with emphasis on representing and accounts for modularity, 
abstraction, uncertainty, and heterogeneity. Relevant techniques include linear 
and nonlinear models, stochastic models, and discrete-event and hybrid models, 
and associated design methodologies based on optimization, probability theory, 
and dynamic programming are needed. Key concepts include the following:

● Properties of the physical world, including uncertainty and risk;
● Properties of computational devices, including computational and 

power limits;
● Properties of communication systems, including limitations of wireless 

communications;
● Error detection and correction;
● Merging physical and computational modeling; and
● Commonalities between signals and systems and finite-state automata.

https://www.nap.edu/read/23686/chapter/1


Course Ambition



Course Activities Session Topic

1 Course Introduction and Introduction to Dymola

2 Building Object-Oriented Graphical Models

3 Simulation and Post-Processing

4 System Models and System-Wide Simulation Configuration

5 Developing Models using Equation-Based Modeling Languages

6 Understanding Equation-Based Modeling

7 Graphical Annotations, Interfaces and Documentation

8 Building Models using Standard Libraries - Electrical, Mechanical, Thermal, … 
etc.

9 Building Models using Standard Libraries - Multibody, Fluid, StateGraph, etc.

Lab. 1 Lab. 1: Cyber-Physical Modeling and Model Verification using Measurements

10 Development, Debugging and Identifying Numerical Issues

11 Reusable Modeling – Model Architectures, Templates and Interfaces

12 Model Variants and Data Management

13 Discontinuous and Hybrid System Modeling Principles and Specialized 
Operators for Time and State Event Handling

14 Workflow Automation and Scripting

15 Integrating Dymola with Other Tools

16 The FMI Standard for Model-Exchange and Co-Simulation

17 Real-Time Simulation Principles and Applications

18 Introduction to Control Systems using Modelica Linear Systems 2

Lab. 2 Lab. 2: Real-Time Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

All skills learned were then applied to projects focused on different 
components in an aircraft power system

Students During Lab. 2

Sample Lecture



Lecture 
Samples



Homeworks - Interfacing with other tools 



Homeworks - Student Solution



Sample Project F’18 - Christian Canham



Sample Project Summer ’19 - Jose Ilton (KAUST)



Integrating Research Projects into the Course

Our assignment

Student proposal

Determining project topics: 
● Evaluated the CHEETA framework and identified subsystems that could be modeled as a 

simple model using available Modelica libraries and materials. Defined parameters and 
details necessary for creating that model in the scope of the CHEETA aircraft.

● Students created their own project proposals from the materials we provided.



CHEETA-inspired Project F’19: Jake Monteneri
Virtual reality-based design with visualization 
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● Expose students to the Visualization 
library and  integrating CAD models 
to allow for better visual 
representations

● Expose students to methods for 
design interaction (e.g. keyboard, 
joysticks)

Environment

Drone

Keyboard 
input

Camera follows 
drone around 
environment



CHEETA-inspired Project F’19: Jordan Grey
Multi-domain drone modeling and simulation using synchronous control

21

Goals:
● Implement different drone models 

using a previously established drone 
model  to provide a proof of concept 
for reusable models in other aircraft 
applications

● Use Modelica Synchronous Library 
to improve simulation performance 
for control components

    Outcomes:
● Implemented a control system with 

faster simulation time, which will be 
helpful in modeling EMS

● Added mechanical models for the 
MavicAir and Phantom drone so 
system identification studies can be 
expanded to other drone models.

Synchronous Discrete PID block     Discrete PID 
block



M&S for CPS 

Development and Roll-Out of Lab Activities
Supported through Boeing’s Corporate Grant for Teaching



Development of Lab. Sessions
Lab. 01: Digital Twins for the Arduino Starter Kit Projects

● Learning Objectives:
○ Challenge the students to apply the course skills, while at the same time, 

comparing their models with an actual cyber-physical system.
○ Build a simple CPS system: Arduino (controller/software) + physical system
○ Model the physical system, and learn to integrate the software with the 

model.
○ Learn to identify and explain differences of models (digital twins) vs. reality 

(measurements)!

● Lab. Tasks:
○ Students build a HW prototype and take measurements.
○ Students create a complete CPS model from scratch, integrating software 

(Arduino controller code) with the model of one of the projects.
○ Contrast the simulation with the model, identify differences, etc.



Lab. 01: A Digital Twin for the Arduino Starter Kit Projects

The lab is organized as follows:
○ Before the lab: The students are asked to put together the 

prototype for the “Spaceship Interface” project before 
arriving to the lab, together with measurement points.

○ During the lab:
■ An introduction on the use of the Modelica Arduino 

library is given.
■ The “Spaceship Interface” project Tutorial is provided in 

the following order:
■ First the circuit portion
■ Next the Arduino is coupled with the circuit, 

and the Arduino software is integrated with the 
model.

■ Measurements are compared to the model, followed by 
a discussion of the differences.

○ After the lab: The students are assigned a different project 
from the Arduino Starter Kit and are asked to repeat the 
process above for a different system.



Lab. 01: A Digital Twin for the Arduino Starter Kit Projects

Lab Introduction 
Lab Guide - Showing how the 

Arduino’s code is interfaced with 
the model.

Lab Guide - Showing how to acquire 
and compare measurements and the 

model’s simulation

Arduino 
Model 
will be 
placed 

here



Test Run of Lab 01 Guide
Independent Study Course Re-Run S’19
Full Course Taught at KAUST Summer 2019



Test Run of Lab 01 Assignments
Full Course Taught at KAUST Summer 2019
Zoetrope Project



Development of Lab. Sessions
Lab. 2: Real-Time Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

● Learning Objectives:
○ Apply knowledge on real-time simulation through a hands-on 

hardware-in-the-loop example.
○ Learn to interface a model (control) to external hardware via serial 

communications.
■ Learn to use libraries for integrating HW with software.
■ Learn to configure communications between the simulator 

(computer) and the hardware.

○ Learn about issues with real-time simulation:
■ Solver selection, step size selection, noise, etc.

● Tasks:
○ Build the HW prototype.
○ Interface the model (of controls/logic), with the 

external cyber-physical system.
○ Acquire data to analyze performance of the controls.
○ Extend the controls for additional actions.

Led Dimming 
Exercise



Lab. 2: Real-Time 
Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

The lab is organized as follows:
○ Before the lab: The students are asked to install 

the Modelica Arduino  library and configure the 
Arduino software “Firmata” protocol for data 
exchange between the computer and the 
hardware.

○ During the lab -  Tutorial /Portion:
■ A tutorial using three examples is given:

■ Dimming a LED Example
■ Temperature monitor/alarm 

example.
■ Robotic Arm control

○ Simulation logs and results are analyzed.
○ After the lab - Independent Lab/Portion: 

○ The students prepare a lab report.

Temperature
Monitor Exercise



Lab. 2: 
Real-Time Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

Robotic Arm 
Exercise



Lab. 2: 
Real-Time Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

Robotic Arm Exercise



M&S for CPS 

Conclusions and Future Work



Next Steps:
Ongoing and Future Course Dev. Activities

● VR-Based Early Design Interaction for UAV’s
○ Student course project from Fall ‘19!
○ Need to provide access to Modelica Visualization 

Library licenses to students (to be evaluated)

● 3DS Experience 
○ Ongoing discussions with Dassault to have access for the 3DS 

platform for use in the course
○ Goal:

■ Expose the students to state-of-the-art collaborative 
engineering tools and methods

■ Introduction to Model-Based System Engineering
■ e.g. coupling of 3D/CAD Model coupling with system 

engineering studies
○ Required efforts:

■ Solve access to 3DS licenses
■ Develop course lectures, HW’s, etc.
■ Test Run before introducing to the course



Conclusions and Future Work

● The course has been offered in three occasions:
○ F’18, F’19 (RPI), Summer ‘19 at KAUST.
○ Student feedback is encouraging and good 

reception.

● Hands-on Labs
○ Lab 1: student feedback is that they are surprised 

on how difficult it is to develop models that match 
reality, even for simple systems.

○ Lab 2: first trial showed that the arm has to be 
built before the lab, 2nd trial showed the students 
really enjoy hands-on real time simulation.

○ Introduction of lab activities was appreciated by 
the students, easier to see the utility of models

● Future work:
○ Engaging with industry to develop course projects 

and provide guidance to students!
○ Please reach out if you want to help!

It was a very fun course and I learned a lot since all of the 
homeworks were very informative and brought us through 
every aspect of the software. It should be continued to be 
offered in the future :)

It is a very interesting and modern course. I really enjoyed my 
learning about the topic. For being the first year of this course I 
am satisfied with it and I hope it will be given in the next years.

The course was generally well-defined in terms of the learning 
objectives. The students were exposed to the (nearly) full range 
of capabilities of Modelica as a modeling and simulation tool. 
The biweekly workshops, although a hassle at first, turned out 
to be essential for learning Modelica at an accelerated pace.
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